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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. THE CAVES, the
sequel to GRUNT AIR, begins in Washington, where a radio
intercept officer decodes a classified message from the head of
the North Vietnam office that controls the captured American
and Allied Prisoners of War. The message instructed the camp
commanders in Laos to be prepared to execute the POWs on
command. This sets the massive military machine into action
to find a way to save the POWs. Due to very limited time and
internal Pentagon turf wars, and the redeployment of US
Forces out of Vietnam, the normal Special Operations units
could not be used. The chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
was convinced by Brigadier General Herbert to use the
unknown Grunt Air unit stationed in the Philippines. The story
vividly describes the life and torture of the POWs prior to their
scheduled execution date. Major Dan Roman, commander of
Grunt Air, gets the assignment and launches a very unique and
imaginative operation plan to get the prisoners out of Laos
before they are killed. Time was running out for the prisoners
and Roman knew it. John R. Rick...
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Reviews
This created pdf is fantastic. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been
developed in an remarkably straightforward way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this
publication by which in fact altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Ama nda Ha nd Jr .
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing
literature. I am delighted to explain how this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my
individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Ja r od B a r toletti
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